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Heathkit Frequency Display SB-650 MkII

This information is copied from the author's website
https://hb9aik.ch
where many other projects may be found.

The Small Print
When using the information on these pages for your work, please note the following terms and conditions. By using any
of the information presented you agree to accept these terms. Thank you!

1.

Restoration Projects Philosophy

The purpose of many restoration projects described is to bring the antique equipment back into working condition close
to original specifications while generally preserving their historic electronic and mechanical design. This means that often
new components (e.g. capacitors) need to be used - in many cases NOS will not do - which sometimes requires small
mechanical modifications to the set.
This treatment does not conform to "museum" standards that require everything to be left or restored to origi nal. This is
an entirely different approach. It is up to you to decide what you want to do.

2.

Modifications and Homebrew Projects

The projects shown are for information only with the main goal to motivate fellow amateurs and hobbyists to start on
similar projects. Comments for improvements are always welcome. They are always "prototypes" and not a kit. You will
have to find your own parts. No warranty is given nor implied that they actually work in your situation.
And please note that a modified piece of equipment looses its collector value - but brings joy to its successful operator!

3.

Copyright

Some of the circuit diagrams, manual pages or software used and edited are covered by copyrights of their original
publishers and intended here for personal use only. No complete manuals can be found, there are already many sources
on the web for this purpose.
My personal designs are covered by the GNU licence agreements. Pictures and other documents may not be
republished without indicating the source. Please ask for permission before putting entire documents on a website.

4.

Regulations

Many of the described obsolete radios (or computers) no longer fulfill today's requirements for e.g. electrical safety, EMC,
used bandwidth, levels of harmonics or spurs or intermodulation. While at times suitable corrective action is included in
my descriptions, many times it is not. It is your responsibilty to make sure your equipment conforms to the requirements
in your own country.

5.

Safety while Working on the Projects
It is your own responsibility and all-important to always observe proper safety procedures in your work.
Some of these projects - certainly almost all vacuum-tube circuits - involve high voltages, some lethal
indeed. Make sure you understand what you are doing or else get some qualified help here.
Always "Switch to Safety" when you work on your equipment! Please pay attention to proper grounding
of all metal chassis and enclosures and consider the use of GFCI breakers to your shack/workbench.
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1.

Introduction

The SB-650 is – in Europe at least - not easy to find and often in rather mediocre condition.
However the frequency display is a very nice and useful addition to any Heathkit amateur radio
station using the SB-10x/HW-10x series radios and provides an important «added value» to the
successful operation of an antique station.
Once found, restoration is generally not too difficult even today, no «unobtainium» integrated
circuits or centipede SMD parts are used, they can all still be found without too much difficulty.
There is even a procedure – described in this text – to make it more useful and reliable.
That said, there is however one problem: the nixie indicator tubes are another matter. The «nixieclock» fad has cleared the market of many devices. Replacements are not easily found and usually
quite expensive. Luckily they have a very long lifetime and usually they work. When problems arise
they are very often caused by the decoders etc.
The work on the author's unit has been successful and this description will hopefully help others to
take out their old SB-650 units, breathe new life into them and use them in their station.

2.

A bit of history

In 1970 the SB/HW-Series of analog radios was very successful, but lacked a digital readout of
frequency as some of the competitors started providing. A digital counter could of course overcome
this drawback. As Heathkit provided test equipment kits using TTL technology, such a project was
started which resulted in the SB-650 accessory «frequency display» that hit the market in 1972. It
uses technology available in late 60ies, i.e. power hungry standard 74 series TTL and a few. high
speed 74H chips. Other aspects of the design also reflect the early days in digital units and some
of the issues will be discussed below.
The SB-650 does not simply count the LMO dial frequency but uses all three frequency sources
inside the radios, i.e. HFO, BFO and LMO, to calculate the true carrier frequency transmitted or
received. A real hit, it just came a bit late in the life of the SB/HW radios and was only made until
1975 after the SB/HW-104 with a digital display were launched.
Internal reference is a simple 1MHz crystal with stability specified as better than 10ppm (up to
300Hz @ 30MHz).
A well built unit can be brought back to life successfully, but other units – such as mine – need
sometimes a lot more work.

3.

Functional concept

The logic design of the counting function is smart, straightforward and works reliably. It is centered
on 6 digits of 74192 decimal up-down counter chips (IC12-IC17) with added storage and display of
the result. A fast 74H103 (IC25) is used as a divide by 4 prescaler to reduce the input frequency to
the 74192 chain.
The 1MHz reference oscillator and its divider chain (mostly 7490 decimal counters, IC3-IC9) also
generate control signals using 7400 gates to steer the counting process in 4 steps, each step is
40ms long:

1 - the HFO frequency is counted upwards i.e. added, setting the starting value for the next
steps.

2 - the BFO frequency is counted down, i.e. subtracted from the starting value.
3 - the LMO frequency is counted down, i.e. subtracted from the result of steps 1+2.
4 - the total resulting count, which now corresponds to the true carrier frequency, is gated onto
the 7475 storage registers (IC18-IC23), displayed through the 74141 decoders (IC26-IC31)
on the nixie tubes (V1-V6) and the counter reset to zero.
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Fig. 1: Block diagram (from a manual copy) © Heathkit 1972

The input RF design however is not quite as effective and has some shortcomings. In the following
text they will be described in more detail – and solutions for improvements presented.

4.

SB-650, s/n 02345

Some 20 years ago the author was able to aquire and import such a unit via Ebay from the US. It
was «as is» and not declared to be operational - it was certainly not. You get what you pay for...
Condition outside was rough with some ugly glue on the front panel, damaged paint etc. - definitely
not pretty - but inside good and luckily complete. Some unsuccessful repairs around the crystal
oscillator and the input amplifiers caused tracks and pads to be lifted or missing etc. All the
soldering was unfortunately not quite up to requirements and did not really look reliable.
After having a good look at everything, it was decided that this SB-650 was a good project, but
needed time and quite some TLC. It landed for years on a shelf waiting – until a back problem in
2019 left the mostly at home tinkering and work was started.

5.

Restoration creating MkII

Taking the actual unit out of hibernation and carefully analyzing its design and condition – strength
and weaknesses – it was decided to completely rebuild the PCB, apply a bit of technology
developed shortly after the unit was produced and remove some of the more serious shortcomings
of the original design. The results of this endeavour to produce a reliable station accessory for my
Heathkit station are presented here.
The basics for this work were taken from experience restoring DEC PDP-8/E computers (TTL
machines, 1973) and R&D work in radio links and mobile radios.
The following text will describe the various circuit blocks and what was done to them and why. To
restore your own unit, it is hoped that some of these tips will guide you. Your restoration might well
not include all the measures described and still be successful.
Minimal work only was done to save the front panel and none to the case which shows black
marks – the color of the primer under the green paint.
In the end this SB-650 is of course still not pretty and no museum piece because it has been
modified – that's why it is called MkII - but a perfectly working unit for my HW-101 (also MkII) and
ready for long service.
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Fig. 2: The SB-650 MkII #02345– not pretty but useful!

6.

The PCB

The board is a very good quality double-sided fibreglass board with plated through holes. These
boards were really designed and used for factory flow soldering. Hand soldering them needs some
special care to make sure the solder flows as intended through the plated hole to the upper side.
That made assembling the SB-650 kit at home more difficult at the time.
Kit builders in the 70ies usually did not have today's temperature controlled soldering irons, fine
tips, thin solder wire, use liquid flux to prime the boards or even have much experience building
items on such double-sided boards.
Under this premise, even when working carefully, the results sometimes were blobs on the lower
pad only with solder that did not raise through the hole and flow onto the top pad to produce a
reliable joint. Sometimes also excessive heat due to the iron used caused damage to through-hole
platings or lifted tracks.
The unit here was unfortunately partly built like this, quite apart from the tentative repairs done to
the crystal oscillator and the input switching amplifiers lifting pads and tracks. This futile work also
showed that the unit had apparently a hidden problem somewhere. One of them was certainly
eventually found: pin 7 of divider IC 9 (GND) was bent under the socket rather than put through the
hole and thus not soldered to the board and making only temporary contact.
To make a reliable unit, using todays tools and the good quality board as a base, it was decided to
take (almost) everything down, clean and rebuild the board. Finding e.g. the «pin 7 problem» alone
made it worth while to have removed all the IC sockets!
Just perhaps as a reminder, there are a few notes on this «removing» procedure:
• the MOSFETs are best left in place, but the legs, by wrapping a wire around them, shorted
out prior to any work.
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•
•

•
•

the sockets for the nixies are not to be removed, the plastic base can be carefully lifted later
to inspect the top traces and correct any problem.
the plastic base of all IC sockets needs to be removed first to allow the pins to be
individually unsoldered (some sockets come apart easily).
all work needs to be done with a temperature controlled iron.
a real temperature controlled vacuum-pump desoldering iron is strongly recommended to
avoid damaging the plated through holes (the author damaged only 3 on the entire board,
that also shows the PCB quality).

Fig. 3A and 3B: The cleaned board ready to be again populated. At this stage the MOSFETs are still in place as are
the two 1% resistors. Sockets were installed into the damaged 2N2369A transistor emplacements (was very
convenient when testing).Three new IC sockets have been installed as a sample.

For rebuilding the unit, it is recommended to use turned IC sockets (as shown on the picture
above) only as these allow to inspect and, if needed, resolder the top pad under the socket. This is
needed e.g. when solder does not flow up due to a damaged plated-though hole. It is also
recommended to use thin solder (60/40, not lead-free here) and prime the holes very slightly with
liquid flux.

7.

5V power and thermal management

The SB-650 gets terribly hot as the TTL chips are densely packed – more chips per square inch
than e.g. DEC in their computers at the time – and additionally the PCB is fully encased in
screening covers without holes! However no fast low power chips were available then – a few
years later the situation was changed as e.g. 74LS chips became available.
To somewhat limit the heat, Heath kept the voltage across the series regulator LM309K to 2.6V (as
indicated in the voltage chart – at full 120/240V input voltage that is), very near the absolute
minimum required (2.4V). At 230V or less input (part of Europe) it definitely becomes marginal. The
use of modern Schottky rectifiers for D2/D4 does help to reduce this problem. The real solution
however is the change described below to using lower power 74LS chips, raising this voltage
difference to 4-5V and still not increase LM309K power dissipation.
To really reduce the excessive heat generated inside the SB-650, lower power logic chips than
standard TTL need to be used. Careful tests and using a step by step procedure showed, that
(almost) all 74 series chips in the SB-650 can be replaced by their 74LS variant! The heat
reduction is convincing, the unit now only becomes warm. All chips being socketed makes this
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change really easy and at the same time eliminates any problems with ageing plastic packaged
TTL chips.
There are three exceptions to be noted:
• the 74141 nixie driver chips are not available as LS version, in this unit they were replaced
by the Russian type KM155ИД1 in a ceramic «FritSeal» package.
• the 74H103 is unique and has to be left in place or replaced by the same type.
• to save power, the 74H00 gates should be replaced by 74F00 chips – a bit exotic perhaps,
but they are low power and fast. 74S00 also do the job, but they do not save much power.
It should further be pointed out, that even lower power 74HCT chips unfortunately cannot be used
in the SB-650. On the PCB are quite a number of IC inputs left unconnected – this not permitted
using the CMOS chips.
This SB-650 upgrade step is strongly recommended if real daily use of the counter in your station
is considered and, as it is fully reversible, does not reduce the collector value of your unit.
After this update the SB-650 is no longer an «oven» and may be placed on top of the transceiver.
You'll have to fry your eggs elsewhere...

Fig. 4: Component side of the board with all the details described installed. This illustrates all the work
done to SB-650 #02345 and serves as reference to the rebuild and modification process described in this
text. A higher resolution picture will be put on the website.
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8.

5V supply bypass concept

The original circuit uses just four 0.1uF bypass capacitors and does not provide one capacitor per
chip as was/is usual on computer boards. The author did not feel comfortable with this design in a
fast counter and to reduce spikes and potential glitches a lot more capacitors were added on the
foil side of the PCB – just to follow best practice and be on the safe side.

Fig. 5: Bypass capacitors (small 10nF, blue 47nF) and a number of other
addiditonal components around the input amplifiers (yellow arrow: 100k to
GND, not Vcc!). Inputs connected directly to the BNC input sockets for testing.

9.

Auxiliary power supplies

Two additional voltages are needed:
• 12V for the input amplifiers (and for the TCXO unit in my case).
• 170V for the nixie tubes and indicators.
In the original unit the 12V are stabilized by a zener diode. This was changed to a 7812 positive
regulator, wired in place of R29 and mounted on the rear panel. The zener D6 is replaced by a
bypass capacitor. This reduces internal heat and meets the requirements of the TCXO.
The capacitor on the 170V supply needed to be increased to 4.7uF to obtain the required voltage,
at 120/240V input 2.2uF or 3.3uF might prove sufficient. For more details refer to Fig. 4.

10.

LMO and BFO input amplifiers

The input amplifiers are a two stage RC-coupled configuration using a high transconductance (typ.
12mS) dual-gate 40673 MOSFET (up to 400MHz) as input stage and a fast 2N2369A (f t 450MHz)
switching transistor to drive the first gate. The elements are well chosen but the overall gain of the
input configuration was increased by somewhat unusual tricks. The switching transistor is slightly
forward biased and there is no pull-up load on the gate leaving the H potential floating when the
transistor turns off. For the LMO and BFO inputs this works, but an improved configuration does
the same job better.
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The coupling capacitor to the 2369A was increased to 470pF and a clamp diode added from the
base to ground. This limits the negative voltage swing and improves the positive drive. To the
collector and thus the input to the gate a load resistor to V cc of 1.8kΩ in series with a diode were
added to improve the positive going edge. The slight positive bias – not best practice - was left in
place as it was still needed to obtain the required sensitivity. When adjusting the input
potentiometer as described in the manual, no transient responses or overload effects were found.
Driving 74LS00 gates, reliable counts to >15MHz were obtained – increasing the input level as
needed because the gain of the RC-coupled amplifier falls off with rising frequency.

11.

HFO input amplifier

More problems with the same amplifier configuration appear on the HFO input, which needs to
work from 12.395 to 38.395MHz, a 1:3 bandwidth. The gain of the simple RC-coupled configuration
falls off by >12dB over this range alone and is already >10dB lower than at the BFO frequency of
~3.4MHz (measured on the amplifiers described above with the logic chip removed).
More tricks, in addition to a higher input level from the transceiver, were used by the Heath engineers to cope with this loss of signal level at the VHF end. A biasing configuration using 1% resistors (!) is used to keep the 74H gate inputs floating in an undefined area between H and L. The
logic chips are not really designed for this type of operation as an «analog amplifer» and this entire
«VHF» input configuration is – sorry to have to say it - a kludge.
It was decided to design a new input amplifer to better address the task. The chosen solution –
keeping in style with 70ies discrete transistor configurations – is a two stage NPN-PNP (Sziklai)
type amplifier with feedback. At work on radio link systems around 1970 the author and his
collegues at STC, Sydney used such configurations successfully as a base for linear baseband
amplifiers.

Fig. 6A and 6B: HFO input amplifier in point-to-point wiring using small Teflon® stand-offs.
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This new amplifier provides a constant gain of around 20dB up to >60MHz. A classic 2N918 NPN
(ft 900MHz) and a BF324 PNP (f t 450MHz) RF transistor are used. The first stage is not critical,
similar results were obtained testing a general purpose BC108 NPN (f t 250MHz). The output stage
however needs a real VHF transistor to achieve the desired performance.
The input impedance remains high due to the feedback into the emitter of the 2N918. This was
thought necessary looking at the 2kΩ potentiometer on the input, but was eventually found to be
unimportant.
The new 2N2369A (real) switching stage has no positive bias but a 100kΩ resistor and a clamping
diode from base to ground. Due to the higher speed required, the pull-up resistor is here 1.0kΩ.
The resulting sensitivity is even a bit more (see below) than adequate and flat across the HFO
range driving a 74F00 gate.
Testing the HFO counter with this amplifier (driving the 74F00, 74H103, 74LS192 chain), clean
counts were obtained to just over 60Mhz without increasing the input voltage.

12.

RF input potentiometers

The «official» wiring of these 2kΩ units is not really suited to the frequencies involved. It results in a
loop that couples energy directly into the wire going to the amplifier. In the case of the HFO input
there was - helped by the new amplifier - a good signal even with the potentiometer set to
minimum.
For the LMO and BFO inputs the 2kΩ units were disassembled, serviced and reinstalled. A short
piece of coaxial cable is used to connect the terminals to the socket on the rear panel and thus
eliminate the coupling loop.
The HFO input was converted to a VHF low impedance circuit and an attenuating element added.
The 100Ω mini-pot now allows proper setting of the input level.
The settings of these input levels are not (no longer?) critical as no «overdriving» effects were
observed as described in the manual.

Fig. 7A and 7B: Input level adjusting potentiometers and HFO network.

Fig. 8: Rear panel with BNC inputs.
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13.

Reference oscillator

The 1MHz crystal oscillator is designed like a usual clock oscillator using two 7400 gates and has
no temperature compensating elements, just a series-C to pull it close to 1.000000Mhz. In the
specifications a 20 min warm-up time is defined to reach 100Hz ±1 count accuracy. Further down a
crystal stability (ageing/temperature) is given as <10ppm i.e. <300Hz at 30MHz – not really the
same value.
In the author's unit the oscillator circuit had several lifted tracks and missing pads requiring serious
reworking – a chance to put in an improvement over the existing specifications aiming for «instant»
higher accuracy of the counter.
The new oscillator implemented is a C.E.P.E. 4.000000MHz TCXO (because it was available) and
a 74LS74 divide by 4 prescaler in the spot of IC2, the 7400 oscillator chip. This 1MHz signal drives
the remaining divider as before (the 7473 was rewired to a stock 74LS74). The TCXO was
adjusted using a rubidium reference but that is not really necessary. With this new circuit, the
readings of the SB-650, directly after applying power, are easily better than 100Hz ±1 count.

Fig. 9A and 9B: TCXO with a s.o.t. resistor to fine-adjust frequency and rewiring of IC2 and IC3 (74LS74) for
the reference prescaler (the work there could have been better).

Fig. 10: TCXO and IN-1 neon lamp installations.

Note: instead a small 10MHz TCXO unit which are readily available can be combined with a 74LS90
prescaler either in place of IC2 or on a little PCB with the TCXO (IC2 gates then used as buffers).
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14.

Nixies and neon lamps

In the 1972 manual V1-V8 are listed as NL1220 or B5859A. What was installed and appeared
original in my unit are NL950S tubes. From a calculator fleamarket board the author has two
B5870S displays which were tested and work in the SB-650. At writing of this text, a number of
«5870» nixies were on Ebay and they might very well work.
Before buying expensive replacements, the tubes in the unit – including the wiring to their sockets should be tested without the whole counter yet being operational, only 170V must be present.
Remove all 74141 decoders and prepare a test lead with a series 1kΩ resistor and a wire tip that
allows connection to the 74141 IC socket holes. Make sure the tubes are correctly seated. Then
connect the lead to the chassis and contact each output with the wire tip in sequence (16-15-8-913-14-11-10-1-2) to see 0 to 9 displayed on the nixie. A mirror helps! To check for contact problems
change position of the suspected nixie with a working tube.
The neon lamps are listed as NE-2 and NE-51H. NE-2 are still plentyful, but a search for NE-51H
showed a different unit that needs a lamp base. If possible, reuse the original NE-51H.
In the author's unit a wire on the NE-51H was broken off and a replacement was needed. All bright
signal lamp neons now available have a lens and that makes illumination of the «kHz» difficult.
Russian IN-1 tubes were used to illuminate the decimal point (good) and the «kHz» using a small
piece of a plastic diffusing lens behind the window (useable but could be better).
For the placement of these neons see Fig. 10 above.

Fig. 11: Front panel with lighted displays.

15.

HW-101 wiring

The procedure for the wiring to the HW-101 is described in the SB-650 manual. The connectors
are installed on the rear panel. For the BFO and LMO signals two holes need to be drilled to install
RCA sockets (single hole mouting is recommended). For the HFO a fully screened BNC socket
was used and the «spare» position used.
The maximum cable lengths are not defined in the manual, here small RG-174/U cables were
used, each 450mm (1½ ft.) long.
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Connecting the cables inside the transceiver, two changes were made:
• to reduce stray inductance on the HFO tap, two 100Ω metal film resistors are connected in
parallel (after having cut the track as instructed) to the cathode of V19A.

Fig. 12: Connections to the HW-101 Bandpass Circuit Board.

•

for the BFO tap, a different coupling arrangement was implemented, that is not directly
connected to the BFO signal feeding the internal circuits of the transceiver. The cathode
resistor R9 of V16 is removed and split into 910Ω and 51Ω (GND side). The signal is then
taken from the newly created tap. The author considers this to be a better solution.

Fig. 13: V16 cathode tap on the Modulator Circuit Board.

__________________
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